Federal pacific panel replacement

It only takes a minute to sign up. I understand that Federal Panel Stab Lok breakers have the
potential for becoming stuck, overheating, and starting fires. My home has a Federal Pacific
panel but no outward markings of being a Stab Lok model, the breakers cannot be identified as I
haven't opened the panel cover yet. My question is whether Federal Pacific products, as a
whole, should be proactively replaced. Concurring mostly with Some Guy's answer here -- the
reason why I take an aggressive tone in my other answers regarding FPE is because many of
the OPs are coming to us because they want to do something to the breaker box, such as
adding a new circuit or replacing a breaker that "died". Note also that all of this advice applies
to panels labeled "Federal Noark" or just "Noark", as well as Canadian panels labeled "Federal
Pioneer". I will start by linking my main source here, the latest revision of Jesse Aronstein's
paper on the topic. Federal Pacific Electric started off making electrical switchgear, but in the s
some folks at a company called Federal Electric Products came up with a circuit-breaker and
panel design to jump in on the building boom and newfangled invention of residential circuit
breakers that was going on at the time. Production started up in the s, and went smoothly for a
short while, at least. Then, FPE acquired FEP in , and proceeded to trademark the name
Stab-Lok for their newly acquired circuit breaker, due to its unique design which used a "stab"
terminal on the breaker that mated with a slot in the busbar; other panel designs use a tab on
the busbar that mates with a spring-clip-type contact in the breaker. However, for all its
infelicities, the Stab-Lok would have not earned its infamy had it not been for the work of some
even dimmer bulbs in the testing department at Federal Pacific Electric in building an elaborate
testing apparatus for the sole purpose of fooling UL into allowing them to accept breakers that
were actually outside of the UL standard criteria. This hoodwink started about the time FPE
acquired FEP and continued for many years, until FPE itself went bankrupt and went through
multiple changes of ownership, first by a holding company known as UV Industries, and then
being acquired by Reliance Electric. At about the same time, the CPSC began to investigate this
issue in earnest; however, in about , Reagan-induced budgetary shortages and the negative
precedents from the aluminum wiring case conspired to force the CPSC to abandon their
investigation before they could come to a conclusion; all that came of it was a generic press
release that neither exonerated nor found any definitive fault with the FPE breaker line. As a
result of this, no recall was actually ever issued for the FPE breaker line, and there may never
be a recall of the product, lest the aluminum wiring court debacle repeat itself. After this, FPE
basically was broken up -- their US switchgear plant went one way to Westinghouse to be
converted for aftermarket breaker manufacture, then possibly to Cutler-Hammer and then
closed down by C-H only to be reopened by its manager as an independent company , their US
breaker line formally went another way to Challenger Electric who proceeded to sell it off to a
company that eventually became American Circuit Breaker Corporation , and their Canadian
breaker line went a third direction being absorbed into Schneider Canada. This led to some
infighting between the US and Canadian sides -- as part of this, in the early 90s, the two
products were acknowledged as identical and interchangeable in the course of the ensuing
court case, which was settled in Schneider Canada, of course, is not forthcoming about any of
this; however, there have been sporadic recalls of Stab-Lok-type breakers that appear to be of
somewhat later designs than FPE's original type NA. A class-action suit was filed against the
remains of FPE in in New Jersey; however, the ensuing judgement and settlement, while finding
that FPE did violate state consumer fraud statutes, provided very little right of recovery for New
Jersey homeowners, and no help whatsoever outside of NJ. Finally, in , the CPSC issued a
clarifying note to their original press release that more explicitly stated that the CPSC had to
close their investigation before they could publish findings. All of the preceding history aside,
here is my guide to "I see a FPE panel, but it's otherwise apparently OK, I'm not trying to add
anything to it, and this house isn't changing hands any time soon", in it, "as soon as feasible"
means "as soon as you have the money to hire an electrician to come out", not "when I'll get
around to it" or "oh, that'll happen when we remodel":. There are two options available for the
replacement of FPE Stab-Lok electrical panels; either the panel is replaced in its entirety with a
modern panel, or gutted and retrofitted using an Eaton retrofit kit to convert it to a type BR or
type CH panel. Unfortunately, both NOS new old stock and newly-manufactured type NA
breakers are available on the market these days. Some may be tempted to go "hey, I'll just
replace the crummy old breakers with new ones, and it'll be fine now! First off, good on the
home inspector -- not all of them keep up on such esoterica as faulty electrical service
equipment! The advice from here depends on if you're the buyer or the seller. In this case,
making replacement of the panel a condition of sale is wise -- now would be a good time for a
general electrical overhaul, as well, and the best part is that it may be possible to do a bit of
creative financing on the seller's side to use the proceeds from the sale to finance the electrical
work at the end of the day. If that's absolutely impossible , the panel should be examined by an

electrician for any sign of overheating or internal arcing that poses an immediate fire hazard, at
a barest minimum. Just replace the electrical panel, alright? Electricity is different from many
other household systems such as HVAC, plumbing, or even structural in that the system can
appear to function normally unlike a leaky pipe or a clearly bowed beam while posing grave
dangers to the house's occupants -- a shorted dryer drawing A of current until the utility's fuses
blow will catch on fire, despite everything appearing to be normal up until the moment the dryer
shorted out. First off -- do not sell this stuff. There is a "black market" for old FPE hardware, and
given the out-and-out danger it poses, getting involved with said black market is beyond
unwise, it is complicit in endangerment. Throwing it away is also not ideal option either, as it
represents evidence of FPE's failings, but if you must toss it in the can, taking steps such as
double-bagging to thwart trash-pickers is a good idea. A better idea than simply trashing
evidence, though, is to send it to someone who can add it to the record. Jesse Aronstein has
been performing independent testing and research on residential circuit breakers, including
FPE, for almost a decade now, and has published results not only in the reports I rely on here,
but in a journal paper as well, and would be happy, I am certain, to receive more FPE hardware
to add to his collection; so I would recommend contacting him through his website and offering
to donate your FPE hardware to him. There is not a reason to replace the panel in a panic. It has
worked this long, there is no reason to expect it to fail. I can rewire my house from the electric
meter to the outlets. I paid a licensed professional to do the work of replacing the panel. I had
county inspector look at the work. I wanted a new circuit added to the box, work I have done
hundreds of times for others. It was less than an hour of work. Except it went into a Federal
Pacific Box. The first step was to replace the FPE box. Never a question in my mind - Hire a
licensed pro to replace the box. If you talk to someone who can not speak intelligently about the
changes in the ownership of the companies that made the product now known as 'Federal
Pacific', you should take that advise knowing the person does not have complete information. I
paid my bills for a number of years working as an electrician, I am not claiming to know
everything. I understand the physics of electricity better, but lack the experience of someone
who did nothing but work as an electrician for 40 years. I recently replaced my Federal Pacific
panel, my house is 50 years old, and the panel was not the biggest concern in the electricity in
my house. I did note the FPE panel during my home inspection, it is noted in my mortgage
paperwork. But the first time I had a licensed electrician do work in my house, I also had him
pull the permit for a heavy-up, including replacing the panel at the same time. The age and
abuse any original switches or outlets in your house would be more of a concern to me. The
insulation on the 'Braid-X' has become fragile over time. The switch and outlet contacts have
cycled hundreds, if not thousands of times. It is better to fix the potential source of the problem,
than to increase the protection should the source fail. Replace your switches and receptacle
with 'Spec Grade' parts first. This will allow you to see the condition of your wire and its
connections in many places, not just at the breaker box. Replace the breaker box when you can,
but do not panic to replace it. It has protected your house so far, and a leaking roof is far more
likely to cause problems than a FPE breaker box. A different question, and possibly a
completely different answer. It can not be answered without a lot of research. Yes, I'm making a
second answer. Because today I needed to shut off a circuit in an old stab-lok control center. I
flipped the breaker and fortunately I checked. It did not actually turn off. I fiddled a bit, it
disconnected, I bumped the wire with my screwdriver, it came back on. I sort of shook the
breaker into submission and it finally seemed to stay off for long enough to do the repair. Keep
your Knob and Tube , ditch the Stab-Lock. Update: same circuit is still there, carpenter working
attic, electrical short. Huge pile of sparks. Carbonized a nail. Did the breaker shut off? Yeah,
eventually. UL requirements. Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and
rise to the top. Should all Federal Pacific panels be replaced? Ask Question. Asked 5 years, 11
months ago. Active 1 year, 2 months ago. Viewed k times. Improve this question. Add a
comment. Active Oldest Votes. Trouble Brews in the Panel I will start by linking my main source
here, the latest revision of Jesse Aronstein's paper on the topic. In short, there are three main
problems with the FPE Stab-Lok system: All Stab-Lok breakers made since Federal Pacific
Electric acquired the line from Federal Electric Products circa are likely to be miscalibrated high
-- this includes substitute types the calibration means in the Stab-Lok design was extremely
poorly thought out The FPE Stab-Lok common trip mechanism is a common no-trip mechanism
that can jam the breaker closed if only one pole trips -- this also renders Stab-Lok GFCIs highly
failure-prone. Some Stab-Lok busbars use an undersized screw and post to connect the clip to
the actual busbar, leading to overheating of the busbar system with its attendant fire dangers.
Stab-Lok breakers have also been said to be prone to coming loose from their busbar mounting
due to their dependency on the front panel for retention. Stab-Lok breakers cannot be safely
replaced. More on this in a bit when I talk about the history of this sordid affair. Many Stab-Lok

panels are "rule of six" or split bus, rendering a jammed two-pole branch breaker much more
dangerous than it would be in a main breaker panel. This is possibly linked to common-trip
jamming, as it appears that two-pole FPE breakers lack handle ties, relying on the common trip
mechanism to shut off the other pole when a pole is shut off manually. Digging into the Past
Federal Pacific Electric started off making electrical switchgear, but in the s some folks at a
company called Federal Electric Products came up with a circuit-breaker and panel design to
jump in on the building boom and newfangled invention of residential circuit breakers that was
going on at the time. A Sorry State of Affairs All of the preceding history aside, here is my guide
to "I see a FPE panel, but it's otherwise apparently OK, I'm not trying to add anything to it, and
this house isn't changing hands any time soon", in it, "as soon as feasible" means "as soon as
you have the money to hire an electrician to come out", not "when I'll get around to it" or "oh,
that'll happen when we remodel": Are there any signs of busbar damage such as hot breakers
or buzzing sounds? If yes, then the panel is defective trying to catch on fire and should be
replaced as soon as feasible -- continue to the next section. If it is not, then continue to step 2.
Is this panel a main breaker panel, a "rule of six" main panel, or a subpanel? If it is a main
breaker panel, then go to step 3; a "rule of six" or "split bus" main panel, then go to step 5; and
if it is a subpanel, then go to step 6. Are there screw ends not screw heads! Follow all applicable
safety precautions when removing the dead front. If so, this panel has the undersized
screw-and-post busbar-to-clip connections and is likely to pose a fire hazard in the future, so it
should be replaced as soon as feasible -- continue to the next section. If not, continue to step 4.
However, the main circuit breaker construction provides a minimal degree of redundancy
should a branch breaker jam or otherwise fail to trip. Panel replacement in this case need not be
your first priority, but should be urgent nonetheless as there are issues with the
main-breaker-to-busbar connections in some FPE panels being quite undersized -- schedule it
alongside any other electrical overhaul work that needs to take place such as aluminum wiring
pigtailing, replacement of defective branch circuits, or any panel alterations that need to take
place. Continue to the next section for panel replacement options. Unfortunately, the
"rule-of-six" design, while otherwise Code-compliant, conspires with the common-trip Stab-Lok
jam defect to create an extremely hazardous situation; a jammed two-pole breaker in a
rule-of-six main panel is equivalent to wiring a VAC appliance directly to the service-entrance
cable! Replacing the "split-bus" or "rule-of-six" panel should be done as soon as feasible. In the
case of FPE subpanels, the main breaker panel should be examined -- if it is FPE as well, then
go back to step 1 and examine the main panel. If the main panel is not a FPE Stab-Lok type -the feeder breaker in the main panel will provide limited protection against gross faults and
jammed breakers until the subpanel can be replaced -- so you can replace it along with other
electrical work. Panel Replacement Options There are two options available for the replacement
of FPE Stab-Lok electrical panels; either the panel is replaced in its entirety with a modern
panel, or gutted and retrofitted using an Eaton retrofit kit to convert it to a type BR or type CH
panel. Why Not Replace the Breakers? There is no evidence whatsoever that NOS or newly
made Stab-Lok breakers are better than the crummy old ones -- no matter what the era, the
Stab-Lok is fatally flawed, save for some extremely old pres units that appear to have been
calibrated correctly. Circuit breaker replacement does not address the busbar defects, which
are just as dangerous as the breaker defects, if not more so -- there have been field failures
where FPE panels overheated and ignited internally due to busbar contacts coming loose. I
want to add another circuit! My electrician was doing something else and said it needed to be
replaced! My lights are behaving weird and the electrician is blaming the panel! I'm buying a
house with a FPE panel in it, what should I do? Improve this answer. ThreePhaseEle is correct
on all issues. His points deserve to be re-enforced. He understands what he is talking about, he
only wants safety. Do not have work done on a Federal Pacific Box. The only work to ever be
done on one is to replace it. Turns out, Eaton makes a retrofit kit which replaces the innards of
an FPE panel, but retaining the outer metal box, so, not disturbing all the Romex and conduit
going into it. The new kit uses CH breakers and comes with a new cover and door. Is this panel
also called Zinsco, or is Zinsco a different panel with a different safety problem? Show 5 more
comments. Replace it when you can comfortably afford it. Yes, you almost certainly have FPE
breakers. As ThreePhaseEle says the connection between the breaker and the box is the real
problem. Adding 'New and UL approved' breakers does not improve the safety of the panel Do
not add Breakers Do not add Circuits Do not remove and replace breakers Do not buy a 'New
and UL approved' breaker and think your system is safe I can rewire my house from the electric
meter to the outlets. My complete and long answer follows: Yes, they have that reputation for
failure, and not without reason. There is a camp a large camp that will panic at the mere mention
of the name. Proactively replaced, Yes in the sense that do not wait for it to fail. Replaced in the
next month, at the expense of denying yourself paying your electric bill No. I called him for

other work, but never thought about Not replacing the panel. Yes, I have comfort in that. Some
Guy Some Guy 2, 7 7 silver badges 13 13 bronze badges. Lets talk movie rights? Sounds like
something Steve Segal might be interested in. Nice work. Thanks for the rational answer. Now
to distract from this firestorm, that dress was totally white. The dress was not an optical
illusion, it just looked like one. Very very very dangerous. Keep your Knob and Tube , ditch the
Stab-Lock Update: same circuit is still there, carpenter working attic, electrical short. Total fail.
These breakers are garbage. Bryce Bryce 9, 9 9 gold badges 50 50 silver badges 94 94 bronze
badges. Sheesh, talk about a close call! Was this a two-pole breaker that tried to zap you,
perchance? ThreePhaseEel that was not a two-pole, but two 15 amp single pole breakers. They
were wired with the neutrals tied together up in an attic, but nothing else seemed unusual. In the
end the CPSC closed in the investigation with no recommendation. Featured on Meta. Visual
design changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor. Linked See
more linked questions. Related Hot Network Questions. Question feed. Forums New posts
Search forums. What's new New posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript
in your browser before proceeding. Safe replacement breaker fo Federal Pacific panel? Thread
starter NewSilver Start date Oct 14, NewSilver Member. Location Silver City, NM. I have a
customer with a Federal Pacific panel and they simply don't have the money to hire me to
replace the panel. Are there any safe replacement breakers for this situation? Sierrasparky
Senior Member. Connecticut electric makes UL listed replacements. Location Livonia, Michigan.
Sierrasparky said:. Location Northern illinois Occupation engineer. NewSilver said:. ActionDave
Moderator Staff member. Location Durango, CO, 10 h 20 min without traffic from wing
Occupation wire pulling grunt. ActionDave said:. Who is asking for the replacement and why? If
the customer is not having any problems leave it alone till the time is right for him or her. That's
at least half the problem right there. Customers never appear to be having problems if they
never trip breakers. But how do they know it's not because the breakers are simply not tripping
when they're supposed to, and they're unknowingly drawing more amps than their circuits are
rated for? Because the failure rate of FPE breakers is not any greater than any other brand
installed of the same age. Location Fort Collins, Colorado. Anyone got failure rate data for the
other breakers? Sure, FPE got caught with their hand in the cookie jar so to speak. Yes,
punishment came swift by the company acquiring them. Bulldog or challenger breakers? I
respectfully disagree with Curt's comment as well as some of the comments that followed. The
CPSC stated explicitly that they had concern about the Stab-Loks' non-compliance with the UL
standard , re-emphasized in , but could not base their concerns on any data because there
weren't' funds available within the CPSC to do the research necessary to check the anecdotal
evidence. There have been numerous comments citing tests that show acceptable Stab-Lok
performance. I would like to see this data. What is known is that there have been fires related to
Stab-Loks, and there have been observed conditions of welded contacts, which were fortunate
observations in that the need for tripping had not occurred. Forgive my informal tone, but I'm
hearing a bit of, "It never happened to me so it will never happen. Malta test station, Ballston
Spa, New York 1. The calibration tests were performed -in accordance with UL Standard except
for or a difference in the sequence of calibrations. UL is the applicable standard that the
breakers are presumed to meet. In most cases, the calibration tests were repeated after off-on
mechanical operations of the toggle handle.. The circuit breakers tested were supplied by CPSC
and came from several sources. The breaker ratings tested were 30 A 30 two-pole breakers
tested , 40A 35 , 50A 20 , 60A 7 and 80A A substantial number of breakers failed the calibrations
testing, both before and after the mechanical toggle operations. Failures were evident with both
poles carrying current as well as with one-pole operation. You don't have anything that
compares failures of other breakers of the same vintage. On top of that all you really got is a
whole lot of stuff that says not very much about actual fires in houses. The problem with
Stabloks is that they don't meet the UL standard,. Location Burnaby, BC. Location Charlotte,
NC. Were any earlier breakers tested, like those manufactured earlier than ? Do you have data
on the performance of 1-Pole breakers, or are they condemned simply by association? You
must log in or register to reply here. InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We have
no relationship with advertisers, products, or services discussed at this website. We describe
two methods for correcting this safety hazard in buildings. Option 1 - replacement of the panel
bus assembly or "load center" while leaving the original electrical panel enclosure or "box" and
its attached wires intact, by using the Eaton Corp. We do not sell circuit breakers nor any other
products. Where the original panel enclosure is in good condition, Option 1 should cost less
and be a faster job than Option 2 because less labor and less disruption is involved. Safety
warning: as with any electrical installation or repair, these steps must be performed by a
licensed and qualified electrician and must comply with appropriate building codes and

regulations. Good workmanship and an accurate assessment of the condition of the electrical
panel enclosure which is to be re-used are important for FPE Electric Panel. Watch out : Safety
Notice: working with electrical equipment can involve fire, and fatal shock hazards. Electrical
repairs must be performed by a qualified, licensed professional electrician. Good workmanship,
following manufacturer's instructions, and local and other appropriate code compliance are
also essential for a safe and successful outcome. Adjustable Retrofit Kits produced by Eaton
Corp. The unique features are that the existing box and wiring can be re-used for convenience,
if still in good working condition. Also, a custom trim to fit the existing box is available. Using
the retrofit kit involves disconnecting the electrical circuits from the existing load center "bus
assembly"circuit breakers. The old bus assembly and other internal parts neutral bus, ground
bus, etc in the existing panel are removed. The panel box or "enclosure" itself is left in place,
and the electric circuit wires which entered that box are left undisturbed. After inspection by the
installer to confirm the soundness of the panel box, any openings in the box body are closed, a
new load center panel bus and circuit breaker set, ground and neutral bus bars is mounted in
the existing electric panel box, and the existing circuits are connected to the new circuit
breakers. The "field adjustable electric panel interior assembly" consists of an adjustable riser,
the required interior bus assembly, and the appropriate neutral assembly and ground bar
assembly. Additional kit components permit a new panel face to correctly fit the new bus
assembly which has now been mounted in the old panel box. On completion, all of the electrical
parts inside the original electric panel have been replaced. Only the steel panel enclosure or
"box" has been retained. The new parts and installation are made using UR and UL approved
components. Wiring to comply with the electrical code, workmanship, and final code approval
are the responsibility of the installing electrician, assured by an inspection by the local
electrical inspector. Field reports and comments from the manufacturer have pointed out that
not every elecrical panel is a candidate for upgrading using the retrofit kit discussed here. If the
original electrical panel enclosure is itself too small to meet the size and space requirements of
current electrical codes the entire panel will need to be replaced. The following text provides an
example of a case where, unfortunately, the old electrical panel was just too small to upgrade:.
It currently has one 30a dryer , one 40a range and one 50a all other circuits controlling 6 15a
and 4 20a. I would like to upgrade to amp with a few more breaker spaces, if possible. The range
wire is aluminum. I'm not sure if the incoming service wires are aluminum as well. The home
was built in The existing panel is in excellent condition, no rust, all holes intact or in use. The
existing wiring is in excellent shape. Our retrofit kits are designed to be installed into
enclosures where there is sufficient space to wire according to the National Electric Code. As
the local electrician pointed out, the enclosure that you have is not large enough to allow for our
kits to work. Being from , the existing electrical panel was constructed prior to two NEC
revisions that expanded the necessary wire bending space requirements. In addition, to
increase the ampacity of the panel would require slightly more space. Unfortunately, for the
application described, a new service will need to be installed. Key in making this retrofit
approach possible in the replacement of FPE or other problematic electrical panels is E-CH's
development of:. One of the biggest hurdles the manufacturer faced was the panel enclosure
depth issue. To solve this, CH offers the adjustable depth feature. This allows the "riser" to be
adjusted to accommodate enclosures from 4" to 6" in depth. When this is combined with the
"picture frame" and "trim" the final product is a very safe, solid, and professional looking final
assembly. To date June CH engineers have not had any reports of any brand or model specific
enclosure that these have not worked in. Due to the adjustability of the CH kit, it is unlikely there
would be an electric panel model that these kits wouldn't fit. Eaton Corp. This will consist of an
adjustable "extension collar" which will attach to the enclosure and extend it out from the wall
for those installations that are very shallow. This will extend them out and then the standard
"Retrofit Kit" can be used. This will accommodate enclosures clear down to 3" or less in depth.
More Reading : Eaton Corp. Cutler Hammer was unable to inform me of "typical" retrofit
installation costs using their product. These vary from the smallest single phase, main lug, amp
units to the largest three phase, main breaker, circuit. Probably the manufacturer did not want
to appear to set the retail prices charged by the electricians who buy their product. In addition,
custom size adapter collars can add to the costs as well. From the feedback CH has received
from the field, when you figure in labor, the installed kit is less than half the cost of Option 2 complete removal and replacement of the electrical panel. That is exactly in line with my own
DJF's guess based on the labor and building disruption savings. If there is much cosmetic work
with the Remove-and-Replace process, the savings are even greater. Quotes from electrical
contractors on FPE electrical panel replacement using the retrofit kit or using a complete new
replacement electrical panel can be expected to vary by area of the country, hardware needed,
replacement panel size in ampacity and number of circuits, accessibility to perform the work,

and other factors that affect labor or materials. If you are surprised by the quotation you receive
from your electrician, ask for a bid from a competitor and compare labor, materials, and other
costs. Obtain and follow the installation instructions that come with the equipment. Here are
some additional comments:. Distinctive about this approach is that it is not necessary to cut the
existing building wall for wire access, and not necessary to disconnect the existing circuits
from the original metal panel enclosure "box". Avoiding these steps significantly reduces the
labor and installation time. By following the "Retro Size Grid" on page 5 of the PDF file KB , in
combination with the selection charts on the following pages, it can be determined just what
exactly can be installed in which size enclosure and meet NEC requirements, wire bend etc. The
charts in the PDF KB detail the most common devices asked for and explain the bus amperage
rating, number of circuits, and wire size restrictions for minimum enclosure sizes. However
since we can not possibly foresee all of the combinations, we have included our to help explain
or offer guidance when needed for those who are not sure or have questions or concerns. The
one thing stress by CH is that these are guidelines to meet the minimum requirements per
National Electrical Code. All final decisions are the responsibility of the AHJ. To date, with 2
years experience, we have had no issues with any AHJ when these are properly installed. If your
electrician reports that local electrical suppliers are having difficulty finding or specifying kits
any of the CH sales force can help. If that effort is not satisfactory contact CH directly at I have
corresponded with the lead design engineer for Eaton Corp. Local code approval : Readers
should review the CH product specifications and listing information with their electrician and
with local code enforcement officials. As with any electrical work, independent inspection and
approval of the work is recommended and is required in many jurisdictions. Individual OEMs
that use many of these on a repeat basis actually get a UL listing on their own device. This is
where CH relies on the local inspectors or AHJ to make sure that electricians are installing
these products in a safe, and professional manner. The manufacturer reports that often they
saw electric panel interiors shimmed with an unbelievable assortment of items, covers that were
questionably attached and in general a "less than professional" final job. Early on it was
discovered that there is a tremendous assortment of old electrical enclosures in the field. The
traditional and conventional method of replacement of an obsolete or in this case unsafe
electrical panel has been to completely remove the complete original electrical panel by
disconnecting all wires from their individual circuit breakers, disconnect every strain relief, pull
the wires out of the panel enclosure, and then to remove the entire electrical panel, enclosure
and all. The new electrical panel is then mounted in place and all of the existing wires are routed
back into the new panel, strain reliefs secured, and wires routed to breakers in the new panel.
See "Short wire problem" below. If the panel being replaced has been mounted on a finished
wall such as behind drywall or paneling additional labor and disruption are necessary to
provide access for wiring and panel mounting. A number of factors affect the actual cost of
replacing an electrical panel, including base labor cost variations in different geographic areas,
costs of electrical permits, and the specifics of a particular installation: working space, wire
lengths, condition of old wiring, and other factors. Using the Retrofit Kit is not appropriate, and
complete electrical panel removal and replacement, including the panel enclosure or "box" is
going to be necessary when:. This has to take considerably more time than just replacing the
load center in the existing panel enclosure where all of the wires entering the original box can
be left in place. There is no cosmetic damage to the wall where the existing panel is mounted
when using Option 1. By comparison, with an conventional electrical panel replacement if the
panel is in a finished area, the electrician has to cut away the finished wall surface to have
access to the individual wire strain reliefs entering the panel box in order to disconnect them,
and also in order to have working room to get the new wires into the new electrical panel
enclosure. Further, it is unlikely that a new panel enclosure will have the same dimensions or
"footprint" as the old, possibly meaning additional adjustments at the finish wall. Many people
have contacted me to ask advice about FPE electric panel replacement options. More than I am
able to answer by telephone or even email. If this sounds as if I'm writing a commercial, that's
not my intention, and I have no connection with the manufacturer of this product nor any
financial interest in it nor in any other products discussed at this website. I am afraid that the
cost of complete electrical panel replacement has been a factor in moving some owners to try to
just "replace the FPE circuit breakers themselves" with the mistaken notion that somehow this
reduces their risk of a fire. Unfortunately it does not appear to do so. I have found no data
suggesting that replacement FPE breakers perform any better than their predecessors in the U.
Even if a new perfectly reliable circuit breaker were built to fit these panels, underlying
problems with the FPE bus design, breaker to bus connections, and bus overheating and
failures would remain. This is why I continue to recommend a complete panel replacement for
these problem brands. Jim It's no surprise that a local distributor would be unfamiliar with a

product which is probably sold and rather low volume. This case your best bet is to contact
Eaton Cutler-Hammer directly. The Cutler Hammer distributed in my area has no idea what I'm
talking about Could you p! If you could forward some literature on them to me, it would be
extremely helpful Thank you, Jim McCaddin 27 Emerson Rd. Durham, NH. USD and is more
costly than a completely new fuse box with a new fuse pullout, plus fuses. But those were all
used devices. USD and is the same cost as a completely new fuse box with a new fuse pullout,
plus fuses. Yes Frank, ALL of those circuit breaker panels - as long as its breakers, not fuses sport the same problematic design and manufacturing hazards. Federal Electric is one of the
older brands and models of those electrical panels. It'd be useful if you'd let us know the
country and city and age of the church where this Federal Electric panel is installed; you're also
welcome to post a photo of the unit. We have an old Federal box in our church, it does not say
Federal Pacific, it just says Federal electric. Is this different, or should it be replaced for the
smae reason as federal Pacific? Above we include replacement panel sources such as from
Eaton Cutler Hammer, but for just a cover you may have to find a used part. FPE panels should
be replaced, not just a missing cover. Need to find 4 hinge clips for amp Sylvania box with
horizontal bus. Will pay salvage value of 2 old boxes. Look in your bone yard. Keep the boxes
and ship me hinge clips. After installing a kit, the assembly is not U. Do you or anyone you
know sell or replace the locking mechanism of a stab lok panel? We are searching everywhere
regarding this and will buy a few. The panels are from the s and again how can I find the locking
mechanism itself or do I have to replace the whole cover panel? Anonymous: what about
keeping the old FPE Stab-Lok panel and installing replacement circuit breakers. Just replacing
the breakers, even if the replacement breakers performed well which apparently they do not
would not correct other design and safety defects in these electrical panels. Try the search box
just below, or if you prefer, post a question or comment in the Comments box below and we will
respond promptly. Note: appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment
contains an image, web link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your
posting will appear after it has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay.
Information Source Notice: portions of the text of this document are from email exchanged
between the web author and the Eaton Corp. The author has no financial nor any other
connection with Eaton Corp. Corrections of errors or omissions, product user feedback, or
other critique are invited. We would welcome some photos and description of field experience
from installing electricians and from consumers. Contact Us to report field experience with this
equipment. Just ask us! Search the InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading
comments Tel: Email: info carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home
inspection education and report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide to
help building owners operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets
are included at the back of the volume. Federal Pacific panels were once very popular electrical
panels. Note: These panels are also known as the circuit breaker, breaker box, breaker panel,
and service panel. They were commonly installed in homes throughout the Pacific Northwest
from the s through the s. In recent years they have been found to overheat easily and even
cause electrical fires. Does your home still rely on a Federal Pacific panel? Used in the s
throughout North America, they were a fairly popular electrical panel choice. Due to the
increased electrical load on modern homes and devices, Zinsco panels are likely to suffer
overload and subsequent melting. Contact Prairie Electric with any questions or concerns you
may have about the electrical panel in your home or office. One of the things that allows
electrical panels to act as safeguards for electrical surges: the ability to trip a breaker. This
stops a dangerous current from reaching the wiring of the home. A Federal Pacific panel can
operate normally for many years before dangerous electrical issues arise. Electrical fires
caused by these panels are most commonly ignited by a power surge. They can also occur due
to a short circuit that the electrical panel failed to trip. In the case of the Zinsco panels, melted
switches cannot be tripped due to a surge. This results in the dangerous electrical current
going through the wiring of the home. This in turn can lead to melted wires â€” in a best-case
scenario. The worst-case scenario? A house fire. To find out if your home has a Zinsco or
Federal Pacific panel, first check the outside of the panel itself. There should be a label
indicating which company made it. This should be done by a licensed and experienced
electrician. And it should be done as soon as possible to ensure the safety of your home.
However, they should be inspected by an electrical professional to make sure the electrical
panel is up to code. If your home has flickering lights or burnt-out bulbs, this may also be a bad
sign. It could mean the surge protector is not working. It could be time to replace it. Having
up-to-date electrical panels can save you money in the long run and ensure the safety of your
home. Plus, the updated wiring can help you reduce electrical costs. New electrical panels are
constructed to reduce the amount of energy waste and fluctuation within your home. Thinking

about replacing your Federal Pacific or Zinsco electrical panel? Have other questions regarding
the electrical security of your home? Then contact Prairie Electric to talk with one of our
qualified electricians. We are committed to making sure your electrical panels are safe. With a
large and experienced crew of licensed electricians, Prairie has people power. We can diagnose
and solve any electrical problems you may have. When it comes to electrical work and electrical
repairs, we are the biggest and the best. By Prairie Electric. Problems With Electrical Panels
Another problematic type of electrical panel found in countless homes are Zinsco panels. If you
live in an older home, you may want to double check your panel. How Electrical Panels Work
One of the things that allows electrical panels to act as safeguards for electrical surges: the
ability to trip a breaker. Is My Electrical Panel Safe? Signs You Need To Replace An Electrical
Panel Signs that your home electrical panel is out of date or in danger of overload: Melted
switches on the panel itself Shocking from outlets when plugs are added or removed If your
home has flickering lights or burnt-out bulbs, this may also be a bad sign. Start typing and
press Enter to search. Electrical panels service homes and buildings by providing and
controlling power. It is vital that such an important electrical appliance is safe and dependable.
When this is not the case, homes and buildings can run into several electrical based problems
that range from inefficient electricity supply to fires, electric shocks, and more. Federal Pacific
Electrical Panels FPE were highly popular electrical panels sold and installed in millions of
homes throughout the Pacific Northwest from the s to the s. After a few years, people
discovered that all FPE panels were problematic. They began to overheat easily and even cause
electrical fires. Some electricians advise homeowners to maintain or constantly evaluate FPE
panels. This is unsafe. It is much wiser to replace these panels if you have them in your home.
The reason why a replacement is ideal is mostly because of their problems and danger to lives
and property. When these panels were tested by the Customer Safety Product Commission,
they found that they had a shockingly high rate of failure which made them a safety hazard. At
the time these panels were first introduced, homes did not have most of the electrical
appliances and needs of recent times. Hence, these issues were partly hidden. Virtually every
panel installed contained defective breakers and the implications of this are unavoidable house
fires. What if I turned off the breaker occasionally? Some electricians believe that if you turn the
breakers on and off, then it is possible to use FPE panels without problems. This has never
been shown to stop any issues with FPE breakers rather it only gets worse. If you opt for
evaluating each breaker, that would cost much more than a replacement. How much does it cost
to repla
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ce my FPE panel? The costs vary depending on the electrician you hire, any damages the panel
has already caused, number of panels, size of panels, location, business or home building, and
much more. You can expect the replacement to be quite an investment but affordable rates are
still possible with the right electrical contractors. How to check if my electrical panel is an FPE
panel. This is easy for homeowners and business owners to do. First, consider if your home or
building existed within the years FPE were majorly sold. If your home is not that old, then there
is nothing to worry about. These panels are common in much older homes and buildings. If
your home falls within the age range, go to the panel and open it. If you find nothing, check the
switches. A red strip across the switches shows it is an FPE panel. If you find none of these,
then there is no problem. You can always contact us at The Electric Connection to do this check
for you and proceed with a replacement. Read more

